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2 EXECUTIVE PUBLISHABLE SUMMARY 

 

The aim of the project is to increase flight safety and quality in the aviation general 

by development and testing a new materials and structures that are meant to be 

placed into a fuel tank in order to improve safety performance of aircraft tanks. 

Materials and structures should be such to providing anti-sloshing and dynamic 

stabilisation, with anti-foaming properties, as well as reduced tank emissions. A 

number of new materials and structures have been tested concerning weight, 

electrical, thermal and elastic properties as well as chemical compatibility.  

According to the AEROSAFE description of work, as a first step consortium 

discuss material and material properties that could be used to improve fuel tank 

safety. Basically materials have been tested regarding to mechanical, chemical 

and physical properties. Regarding material properties the following tests have 

been performed as criteria tests for mechanical, chemical and physical suitability:  

Sloshing abrasion test; pressure lost measurements; material filling tests, real 

flying test with new structure in aircrafts tank; filter differential pressure 

measurements (ISO/DIN 4020); tests to analyse the electro static characteristic; 

explosion test; mechanical safety test and emissions test. 

Results show that Aluminium is the best solution to be used to build intermesh 

structure. Aluminium has the best mechanical properties as well as chemical 

compatibility with fuel of all tested materials. Experimental results show that 

aluminium (in comparison with other materials such as plastic, copper etc.) is 

optimal solution. It is very light material with excellent mechanical properties which 

could be very easily formed with known machinery into appropriate structure with 

adequate structural properties. 

Regarding technology, the processing machinery prototypes have been 

successfully developed and adapted. With machinery prototypes it is already 

possible to reach automatic manufacturing of specific intermesh structure with 

patented name eXess®.  

The tests results show that eXess® aluminium structure improves flight safety by 

protecting fuel tank in case of projectile punching the tank, fire on board or crash 

landing. This structure can be easily installed into each fuel tank, has very low 

volume and occupy only ~1.5% volume in a fuel tank. Therefore the project aim is 

successfully achieved.   
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3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

 

Main objective for the members of the AEROSAFE project is to present a well 

developed and marketable product to the public after 2 years. 

In today’s world safety and security are becoming more and more relevant each 

day. All companies involved in the project AEROSAFE are deeply active in the 

fields of security, aviation and all related fields thereto.  

Particular issues for the SME-Proposers are the development of the proper 

material for aviation industry and the creation of a new product for inertisation of 

aviation fuel tanks. To achieve these issues the needs of the SME-Proposers are 

mainly in the R & D area. Intensive collaboration with various labours and 

certification authorities for evaluation of proper materials, laboratory testing and 

trials of new material, real application tests concerning emission reduction, 

reduction of sloshing, chemical and mechanical properties of the Inertmesh and a 

certification programme will be required. Furthermore design studies for the 

appropriate production machinery will have to be undertaken. 

According to the above stated actions different objectives can be identified. 

Looking at social objectives it is quite clear that an increase in the daily safety is 

obtained. Furthermore safety for any kind of flight will increase and pollution will 

decrease. Therefore also nature will benefit from the AEROSAFE project. 

Regarding industrial objectives new production technologies for the Inertmesh will 

be created and new production processes will be defined. Not only aviation 

industry will benefit but also automotive industry will receive this benefits for its 

applications. Technical objectives are the creation and definition of a product with 

newly defined functionality and shape. 

 

The target market for the AEROSAFE project and the product Inertmesh is the 

aviation industry. To enter this market it is necessary to present the product to 

aviation manufactures using different marketing channels. It is absolutely 

necessary to have a certification programme done. Additionally product 

presentations at flight shows, special aviation exhibitions and directly at producers’ 

facilities are required. Furthermore participation in official certification bodies (e. g. 

CEN, ISO) will have to be effected.  
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The described project AEROSAFE fully complies with the scope of the main 

thematic priority – GROW-4 “New perspective in aeronautics” because it offers 

new safety systems for the aviation industry. The document explains how such 

increase can be obtained and displays the necessary steps. Additionally it also 

includes contributions for a cleaner and healthier environment. 

 

Within the scope of the project new passive materials and structures will be 

developed for fire/explosion protection of aircraft tanks, providing anti-sloshing and 

dynamic stabilisation, with anti-foaming and demisting properties, as well as 

reduced tank emissions. A number of new materials and structures will be tested 

concerning optimised weight, electrical, thermal, elastic properties and chemical 

compatibility. Based on our patented technology and long years experience in the 

field of explosion protection materials, a cost effective passive inerting product for 

aircraft tanks will be proposed, with properties better compared to inerting 

products on the market. 

 

The complex properties required from the new materials and structures pose 

certain technical risks by the development: 

• It is difficult to predict a material and structures thereof with excellent 

elastic, abrasion and chemical properties in a broad temperature range 

from –48 C to +50 C, strong vibration and mechanical loading. 

• It is difficult to design materials and structures with guaranteed mechanical 

integrity and stability during the lifetime of the aircraft. 
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4 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS  

 

The AEROSAFE project is structured in 5 work packages and a management task. 

Work preformed during the project AEROSAFE concerned work package 1 to 5 as 

well as the management. 

Following overview describes the main objectives, technical descriptions and 

results of the work packages. 

 

 

4.1 Work package 1: Material findings 

 

Objective: 

The intended approach is to design, develop and test new expanded materials and 

structures thereof, which are lightweight, have a good electric and thermal 

conductivity, elasticity and chemical compatibility in a broad temperature range 

from –48 C to +50 C. One of the essential aims of the project is to find a material 

or material combination (sandwich), which shows all properties of conventional 

used materials concerning explosion suppression but with the additional features 

as lifetime chemical stability, improved mechanical stability and reduced weight 

with guaranteed mechanical integrity and stability during the lifetime of the aircraft. 

 

 

Task 1.1: Material Finding 

 

Materials like light metal alloys, plastic materials and will be investigated with 

respect to: 

• stability with fuels  

• plastic deformation  

• heat conductivity 

• electrical conductivity 

• elasticity  

• compatibility with water 

• abrasion and grindings 

• necessary mass and volume 
 

The different materials will be compared and the best will be subject of the further 

test procedure. 
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Task 1.2: Material Testing 

 

Data for the different materials which cannot be obtained from literature will be 

measured through reference tests. Mechanical properties and necessary chemical 

properties will be derived. 

 

Work performed and results  

 

The research main point in material finding was on aluminium and plastic 

materials. Some types of plastic and three types of aluminium were tested 

regarding to cut and expand possibility, stability with a fuel, plastic deformation etc. 

These different types of aluminium and plastic materials were analysed and 

discussed to find a proper raw material which reduces the slosh tendency of the 

fuel and suppresses possible explosions on the one hand and is lightweight, 

shows good electricity, thermal conductivity, elasticity and chemical compatibility 

on the other hand. Test results show that Aluminium is the best solution to be used 

to build intermesh structure. Aluminium has the best mechanical properties as well 

as chemical compatibility with fuel of all tested materials. Experimental results 

show that aluminium (in comparison with other materials such as plastic, copper 

etc.) is optimal solution. It is very light material with excellent mechanical 

properties which could be very easily formed with known machinery into 

appropriate structure with adequate structural properties, such as: 

1. Structure is not subjected to extreme plastic deformation even during 

relative high mechanical loads 

2. Structure has very low volume and therefore doesn’t occupy any additional 

space in a fuel tank.  

3. Structure has very little side effect such as abrasion, pressure lost etc.  

4. The structure require no energy, no sensors and other equipment  

The different row aluminium foils were tasted and analysed: 

- Al foil “50.05 H19” with a thickness of 65µm 

- Al alloy foil “Al 5005 Chrom3” with special surface treatment 65µm 

- Al alloy foil with special surface treatment 60µm 

The Figures 1 below shows the coils of the Aluminium raw material and the foil 

after cutting as well as in two different stretched states. 
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Figures 1: Raw material (Aluminium coil)          Cut and stretched foil 

 

A calculation scheme was developed to compare thickness (m), surface (m2/m3) 

and stretched density (kg/litre) of the Aluminium foil to identify the most suitable 

material. 

Second research focus in material find was to find a plastic material with positive 

properties concerning chemical stability with fuels and special mechanical and 

electrical properties as well. After reengineering the cutting device several foils 

have been tested. Summarized it can be stated that the foil must have a minimum 

thickness so that it can be perforated (Figure 2 left). Otherwise the cutting 

geometry was not correct, that is shown in the Figure 2 right. 

 

 

Figure 2: Plastic foils cutting geometry (left correct, right insufficient) 

 

Unfortunately this minimum thickness was too much for the second operation – the 

expanding procedure. It was not possible to find a solution that enables sufficient 

foil holding forces in combination with our continuous cutting process. 
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Not to risk any delays and since positive results with the aluminium material could 

be achieved the partners decided to stop any additionally tests with new plastics 

within the project. eXess Group, who is responsible for the processing machines, 

will follow up tests with plastic for themselves, if there are new technical ideas or 

materials that promise a positive further development.  

Many tests were performed to analyse the chemical and physical properties of the 

material under different conditions. One major test was the analysis of the internal 

abrasion of the material under shaking conditions. For that purpose two types of 

the canisters, plastic and metal, have been filled with eXess® cylinders intermesh 

material with pre-loading of 10% of the original volume to guarantee the stability of 

the whole material structure. The original volume of each canister is 5 litres. Then 

canisters were 50 percent (2, 5 L) of total volume filled with different types of fuels 

(diesel, petrol, kerosene and methanol). The swash tests with intermesh material 

were preformed on three time sequences at 500, 1000 and 2000 hours.  

   

   

 

 

Figure 3: Test canister and vibration device 

 

This sequence of movement should simulate the effect of wing vibrations. After 

each series the containers have been emptied through a filter to collect the 

abrasion. Abrasion chemical analysis was preformed to calculate abrasion 

properties, particle size analysis, etc.  
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Figure 4: Abrasion collect principle 

 

The results of swash test shows that abrasion weight in metal canister is bigger 

than in plastic canister. The most aggressive liquid for aluminium intermesh of all 

tested is methanol. Magnetic abrasion parts were found in each canister. 

Approximately the one half of total abrasion is the aluminium abrasion. Rest are 

the magnetic component, lack parts, plastic parts etc. 

During the swash tests intermesh structure was  stable and materials didn’t break 

in small aluminium pieces. Abrasion amount are between 20 [mg] and 700 [mg] 

depending on tested liquid, time sequence and canister type. The average 

abrasion amount after 2000 hours swash test is approximate 150 [mg]. At most of 

abrasion particle have the diameters between 10 and 70 micrometer. 

 

A further test series was conducted to measure the loss of pressure behaviour of 

the material (Figure 5). For that purpose the material was stored in a tube and 

water as well as compressed air was put through on a defined level.  
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Figure 5: Principle pressure loss measurement with water  

 

The pressure loss value is mainly dependent of the water speed. Critically water 

speed for tube diameter of 80 [mm] is 0, 3 [m/s] and starting from this value 

intermesh cylinders are in motion and will be compressed. 

Second measurement of pressure behaviour of intermesh cylinders material was 

performed in tube diameter of 80mm and with air (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Device for pressure loss measurement with air 

 

The results of pressure loss measurement with air are shown on Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Pressure loss depend on air speed and distance 

 

As we could observe from the tests, the pressure loss was strongly dependent on 

air speed. The various pressure loss values between sections 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4 

signifying that eXess® intermesh cylinders are not total homogenous ordered. 

General, the pressure loss behaviour of aluminium cylinders intermesh materials 

depend of air/water speed and measurement points distance as well. After critical 
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liquid speed intermesh cylinders are in motion and started to compress. Critically 

water speed for tube diameter of 80 mm is 0, 3 [m/s]. 

 

Based on the results, aluminium as row material for intermesh structure has the 

best physical properties, chemical compatibility with fuel and deformability of all 

tested materials. Very important advantages for aluminium are very low specific 

weight. For special application some other materials such as plastic, copper etc. 

can be used. 

 

 

4.2 Work package 2: Processing Machinery 

 

 

Objective: 

This task deals with the adaptation of the current production machines to the new 

materials and their new application. The modified production machines will also be 

used to produce the samples required for the testing in WP4 and WP5.  

Special focus will be put on a new cutting device and optimized expanding 

devices. These two parameters will be optimized with respect to the materials 

found in WP1 and the Block design found in WP3. 

 

Task 2.1: Processing Machinery Design 

 

Based on the machines existing new cutting tools will be developed to cut the new 

materials found in WP1. In addition the expanding of the material will be 

investigated. The process of expanding will then be optimised to guarantee a 

homogeneous inert mesh. 

 

Task 2.2: Processing Machinery Prototyping 

 

Based on the findings in Task 2.1 the currently used machinery will be modified. 

Especially for the cutting and expanding of plastic materials major modifications 

have to be imposed to the machinery  
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Work performed and results   

 

The eXess® production machinery consists of: stretchmatic, rotomatic and fillmatic 

machinery. The processing machinery are successfully developed and adapted. 

With these machinery prototypes it’s possible to reach automatic manufacturing of 

eXess® intermesh material. Machines were adapted to two aluminum foil’s 

thickness of 60µm and 65µm. The eXess® intermesh manufacturing tests were 

successfully with these two thicknesses of foils. 

Stretchmatic Machinery 

The Stretchmatic Machinery (Figure 8) serves to produce the three-dimensional 

eXess® network from an 11 cm wide aluminium foil. Production capacity of the 

eXess® network is approximately 1200 dm3/h out of 50kg Aluminium foil. Raw 

material is aluminium foil coil with a diameter up to 700mm and a width of 110 mm. 

 

 

Figure 8: Stretchmatic Machinery to produce three-dimensional eXess® network 

 

The qualities of exess® intermesh network material is mainly depending of one of 

the following listed Stretchmatic Machinery components: 

Cutter  

Cutting velocities of approximately 1m/sec are required for foil width of 110 mm. 

This means that the result is 5500 cuts per meter and per second. A kind of comb 

was installed so that the material can not be caught by the cutter. The cutter 

performances (size, geometry, tolerances) are important for the quality of eXess® 
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network structure with honeycomb geometry. The cutter is shown in Figure 9 

below. 

 

Figure 9: Cutter device 

 

Following measures were done to improve the performances of the Cutter device: 

• New sitter winder waves were designed with higher accuracy 

• Sitter winder waves were surface treated with a special coating by using 

Plasma technologies 

• Sitter winder waves were fitted to each other into different immersion 

depth 

• The raw foils were adapted after the cutting result and improvements in 

the composition were made 

• Also the temperature of the foils was changed.  The foil was cooled and 

warmed and forward supplied to the cutter.  

•  Different production speeds on machine were made available and 

adjusted  

• Differently material thicknesses of plastic foils were developed produced 

and attempts in the machine 

• PE foils were combined cut with aluminium material 
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Stretcher  

The foil expanding into honeycomb structure was performed with stretcher device. 

For different raw material it was necessary to increase the force holding the 

perforated foil during the expanding process. For that the toothed belts 

(transporting and holding the foil) were equipped with special sliders.  

 

Figure 10: Stretcher device 

These special sliders make it possible to adjust the force to the foil. After passing 

this section the cut foil runs through the stretcher which stretches the foil to the 

maximum width. During this process the length of the strip is reduced for about 23 

percent. The condition for a guaranteed serial operation is that absolutely all 

intermittent cuts are implemented. If only one cut was not accurate, the foil will tear 

in the Stretcher. The compensation unit which is mounted in the Stretcher enables 

a reduced tension to the foil. A sensor and a lifting device were adapted to the 

machine. 

Rotomatic Machinery 

The rotomatic is processing the eXess® network cylinder from the eXess® 

network rolls. The produced volume of the eXess® NWC is approx. 600L/h out of 

25kg eXess® network. The source material is the eXess® network manufactured 

with the stretchmatic AL. 

The network roll is placed on the pay of mandrel and the eXess® network is being 

processed over the deflection pulley to the feed in guidance. The kind of folding 

the network is essential for the stability and further for the quality of the eXess® 
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network cylinder after curling. With a frequency changer it’s possible to control the 

speed of feeding, which is necessary to change the volume-weight proportion. The 

main part of the rotomatic is the rotating inner drum, fitted with two blades, which 

cuts the eXess® network in to strips. The strips are processed to cylinders 

between the rotating inner drum and the fixed outer drum. 

 

Figure 11: Rotomatic machinery for eXess® network cylinders 

 

Fillmatic Machinery 

For installation of eXess® into different boxes (canisters, LPG cylinders, etc.) a 

highly sophisticated filling station (Fillmatic) has been developed. The Fillmatic 

conveys the pre-portioned quantity of eXess® automatically into the boxes. The 

cylinders hereby are being separated, conveyed to a tappet and mechanically 

inserted into the boxes. The Fillmatic is designed in such a way that different 

shapes and cylinders can be filled. The fillmatic filling of LPG cylinder and petrol 

canister is showed in the Figure 12.  
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Figure 12: Fillmatic filling of LPG cylinder and petrol canister 

 

 

4.3 Work package 3: Intermesh development & production 

 

Objective: 

This work package deals with the mounting of the new material in the aircraft tank. 

As under normal conditions the Inert Mesh will be mounted within the ready tank, 

an optimum way has to be found to expand the materials inside the tank. In 

addition a method must be found to fix it properly an automated mounting must be 

possible. 

A homogeneous distribution a minimum mass average to the volume have to 

balanced with stability of mounting, minimum abbreviation and the possibility to 

measure the fuel content in the tank. 

In addition a simple and automated way to mount the material inside the tank must 

be developed. Packaging sizes will be investigated. 

 

Task 3.1: Intermesh block design 

 

Based on three different sample tank types a Inertmesh block design will be 

developed, which is on the one hand flexible enough to fit most general tank 
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designs. Easy mounting as well as stable positioning inside the tank have to be 

considered.  

 

Task 3.2: Intermesh installation and fixing 

 

A pistol will be developed, which allows to mount the Inertmesh inside the tank in a 

way, that a homogeneous distribution and a proper fixation is guaranteed. Special 

emphasis will be put on packaging sizes and the development of methods to 

determine the optimum geometry. 

 

Task 3.3: Tank design and prototyping 

 

As can be imagined, tank system design has a major influence on the optimised 

application of Intermesh inside the tank. This task deals with the definition of 

optimisation strategies for a new tank design and an easy application of existing 

tank systems for Intermesh. 

 

Task 3.4: Intermesh application methods 

 

In combination with the development of the production machines, new production 

methods will be investigated to guarantee a effective way of production from the 

raw material to its final application inside the tank system. 

 

 

Work performed and results   

 

Three different basic types of intermesh block design have been developed, 

analysed and tested to fit into a range of current tank systems. The mesh can 

either be rolled or fold up to a block shape. Due to the chosen cutting matrix of the 

foil the block/coil is sufficiently flexible and elastic to enable stable positioning 

within a tank. This design will be used for new tank systems. For the most 

common applications eXess® network small cylinders were developed. These 

cylinders can also be easily used for installation into existing tank trough small 

refuel openings (after-market installation). 
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Cylindrical block design 
 

The three-dimensional network structure could be rolled in order to form a 

cylindrical block design (Figure 13). The cylinder diameter and height can be 

varied. Therefore, the cylindrical intermesh block design can be used for different 

types of cylindrical fuel tank. The advantages of this intermesh block type are 

firstly simple production and secondly a structure which is easily adapted to each 

cylindrical fuel tank. The biggest disadvantages of this block design are increased 

weight and that the structure can be used only for production of new fuel tanks. 

 

   

    
 

Figure 13: Cylindrical block design 
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Quadratic block design 

 

With the aim to a produce a quadratic block design the three-dimensional network 

structure was folded as shown a Error! Reference source not found.. This 

intermesh block shape was designed for installation in quadratic fuel tanks. 

  

   

Figure 14: Quadratic intermesh block shapes 

 

 

Network small cylinders 
                                 

For the most common applications eXess® intermesh network small cylinders 

(Figure 15) were developed. Most importantly these cylinders can be easily 

installed into existing tank trough small refuel openings (after-market installation). 

The source material for manufacturing the network small cylinders is the three-

dimensional network structure (Error! Reference source not found.). By 

continuously processing the source material short strips are cut off, wind up 

cylindrically and twisted at the ends. Thereby a sturdy cylindrical body with a 

homogeneous distribution of the material surface within itself is obtained. 

The dimensions of the eXess® network cylinders are controlled by production 

machinery geometry (Rotomatic600AL). If required different cylindrical dimensions 

can be produced within a defined bandwidth. 
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Figure 15: Intermesh network small cylinders 

 

By varying the machinery setup and foil thickness the dimensions of intermesh 

network small cylinders can be: 

• Diameter:  16 to 35 mm 

• Height:  20 to 24 mm 

• Foil thickness: 60µm and 65µm 

 

Before final installation into fuel tank the intermesh network small cylinders can be 

package into different block designs. Figure 16 shows one packing example of 

intermesh network small cylinders.  

   

Figure 16: Intermesh small cylinders packed in bag  

  

Intermesh small cylinders can also be directly installed in fuel tanks. Figure 17 

shows small cylinders in situ in a fuel tank.   
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Figure 17: Intermesh cylinders in fuel tanks 

 

   The advantages of intermesh small cylinder are: 

• Fully automated production of cylinders 

• Light weight 

• Filling of tanks trough small openings is possible 

• Easy filling of different tank shapes  

 

 

Intermesh installation and fixing  

 

For installation of eXess® intermesh small cylinders into fuel tanks the special 

vacuum suction device was developed. This device is part of the development 

work within Task 3.2. Due to the light weight and form stability of the cylinders the 

design of the machine was a big challenge. Apart from the usage for filling, this 

device will also be used to empty the tank from the mesh material. Here, special 

properties in particular explosion safety was taken into account and has been 

proved by authorized bodies. With this device is possible to clean flammable 

gases (VOC HC etc.) from fuel tanks. The Figure 18 shows vacuum section device 

with a commercial name BoTech 300.  
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Figure 18: Special vac device BoTech 300 for installation intermesh eXess® 

 

Intermesh filling tests with vacuum device  

 

TU-Graz and Lutz performed eXess® small cylinders intermesh filling tests with a 

special vacuum suction device, a ULBI fuel tank and a Plexiglas tank 1.5 cm thick 

glass. The tests were performed by using several different diameters of tubing.  

 

Figure 19: Intermesh installation with special vacuum section device  
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Tests were performed using a Plexiglas tank to allow visualisation of the filling 

process, using the intermesh material. The test setup is shown on a Figure 19. 

Two holes were drilled in the Plexiglas tank, one hole was connected with vacuum 

suction device, the second hole was used for installing the eXess® cylinders into 

the tank. The tank was separated into two parts (each parts app. 20 Litter) by a 

glass plate, three holes were drilled to allow normal air and fuel circulation. For 

each filling tests only one half of the tank was filled with eXess® intermesh 

material.     

In addition further filling tests were performed on real airplane fuel tanks (40L) 

produced by ULBI GmbH.   

The pneumatic filling of eXess® intermesh is possible with tube diameter greater 

than 38 mm. For a tube diameter less than 38 mm the eXess® intermesh cylinders 

blocked the tube. Using a suction device it was possible to fill the tank with 

intermesh to 90 percent of full volume capacity. The best filling results was with a 

flexible nozzle directly into the tank. Compression (preloading) of the intermesh 

eXees material wasn’t possible using a vacuum device and pneumatic principle. 

Therefore, after pneumatic filling process is necessary to make manual mechanic 

preloading of eXess® intermesh cylinders. 

 

 

4.4 Work package 4: Approval testing 

 

 

Objective: 

As for aircraft applications many regulations must be fulfilled (FAA) also for tank 

applications, this work package together with work package 5 deals with the proof 

of the newly developed system. 

The system will be proven within the following applications: (The tests will be 

correlated with LBA) 500 hours of flight time, tank abrasion and filter tests, 

lightning, electrostatic loading. 

As result of this test series a TSO certificate should be reached. 
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Task 4.1: 500 hours of work /tasks 

 

The system will be mounted in different aircrafts. According to FAA regulations 

these aircrafts must be moved over a total time of 500 hours. During this flight time 

several measurements and tests have to be performed in regular periods. 

 

Task 4.2: Tank abrasion and filter tests 

 

In addition filters will be mounted into the fuel system. The material depositions will 

be measured in regular periods according to existing regulations. (e.g. differential 

pressure measurements; DIN ISO 4020) 

These tests in combination with optical measurements inside the tank allow to 

measure tank and Intermesh abrasions. 

 

Task 4.3: Lightning, electrostatic loading 

 

All necessary FAA tests regarding electrostatic loading and lightning (SFAR 23) 

will be performed. 

 

 

Work performed and results   

 

The newly developed eXess® aluminium intermesh structure was mounted in a 

fuel tanks of WILDTHING ultra light aircraft, as well as in a both fuel tanks of 

WEGA aircraft. According to the FAA and LBA regulations aircrafts were moved 

over a total time of 500 hours. Based on technical testing procedures the aircraft 

were both rolling on the field and flying defined manoeuvres. During this flight time 

several measurements and tests were performed in regular periods. 

 

WILDTHING Aircraft  

The WILDTHING is UL (Ultra light) aircraft produced by AEROSAFE project 

partner firma ULBI GmbH. The WILDTHING has very strong approved 

construction made of aluminium, the next Figure 20 shows WILDTHING ultra light 

aircrafts. 
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Figure 20: Wild Thing aircrafts 

 

The WILDTHING aircrafts have a two fuel tank with capacity of 2X40L. The fuel 

tanks were made of aluminium. The tank was separated into two parts by a metal 

sheet (each compartment appox. 20 Litter) and three holes were drilled to allow 

normal fuel circulation between compartments. Panels inside the tank are used 

both as wing bracing and slosh protection. The Figure 21 below shows the tank 

system for the Wild Thing aircraft with a volume of 40 litres per wing. 

 

Figure 21: Wing and tank structure of WILDTHING aircraft 
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Altogether 11 WILDTHING fuel filters from ULBI GmbH were analysed.  In general 

the abrasion amount showed a higher soiling quantity in the first phase. This effect 

could have implications for the eXess® inertmesh production process and the 

inertmesh adjustment in the airplane tank. After the first phase the degree of the 

metal abrasion is completely reduced and the influence of eXess® intermesh 

material on the lifetime of the fuel filter is negligible. Therefore, an aircraft tank pre-

washing with fuel cyclic-system (pump and filter) will be very useful after 

adjustment of the eXess® intermesh. 

The Figure 22 shows the WILDTHING aircraft fuel filters. 

 

 

Figure 22: WILDTHING aircraft fuel filters 

 

The Table 1 show the WILDTHING fuel filters abrasion results.   

Table 1: Fuel filter abrasion results 
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WEGA Aircraft  

The WEGA Ex/Bandit (Figure 23) is a two-seated VLA (very light aircraft) type 

made out of fibreglass. The low wings have positive angle of 5,5° and an area of 

approx. 8 square meter. The propulsion is done by a 4-cylinder boxer type piston 

engine with 120 hp. The power is delivered via a reduction gear to a 3-blade 

constant speed propeller with a diameter of 184 cm. The gear is fixed and has a 

trailing nose wheel.  

 

Figure 23: WEGA VLA aircraft 

 

In contrast to the small Aluminium tank of the Wild Ting aircraft a long plastic tank 

(3m) is contained in the wings of the WEGA aircraft (Figure 24). This tank design 

is more prone to create slosh effects because of its length. Especially here, the 

eXess® material improved the flight conditions in a considerable way. 

 

  

Figure 24: Sketch of WEGA aircraft and left wing 

 

 

 

tank 
tank 
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Tank abrasion and filter tests (DIN/ISO 4020) 

The filter tests (DIN/ISO 4020–differential pressure measurements; Figure 25) 

were performed in coordination with filter manufacturing firm Mann+Hummel 

GmbH. In principle the fuel tank (300 Litre) was mounted on a vibration desk and 

at the same time a fuel cyclic-system (pump and filter) was active. For fuel filter 

examination the pressure sensor (Sensor Technics No. 26PC0350D6A, with a 

measuring range 0 to 345mbar) measured continuously the pressure loss through 

the filter. The fuel temperature was measured by a temperature sensor PT100.  

 

Figure 25: Differential pressure measurements test principle  
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The tests results and analyse of the measured differential pressure and the 

temperature are shown below (Figure 26 and Figure 27).  

 

Figure 26 Cleaning Filter Results 

 

Figure 27: Tests Filter results 

 

The test results data show an increase of the differential pressure of the test filter 

of approximately 1 – 2 mbar. The high variation of the delta p curves may be due 

to the shaking of the table and the fuel tank. 
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In addition to the measurement of the differential pressure of the filter the filter 

medium has been examined. Due to a short timeline no SEM and EDX analysis 

was possible. The particles have been documented with optical microscopes 

instead. 

The filter medium of the cleaning filter shows a low dirt content of only 0,1 g/m². 

Most of the particles detected are mineral and 120 x 100 μm in size. 

The filter medium of the test filter shows a dirt content of 0,8 g/m². Most of the 

large particles detected are metallic and 130 x 130 μm in size. The content of 

inorganic particles is 10%. 

 

Filter tests conclusion and recommendation  

The influence of eXess® on the lifetime of diesel fuel filter had been determined. 

For this purpose a clean 300 L tank has been filled completely with eXess® and 

pre-filtered diesel. The diesel volume has been circulated at a flow rate of 180 L/h 

for 28 h (~ 17 times) through a new fuel filter WDK 724. The differential pressure 

of this filter has been measured before (M+H), during (TU Graz) and after (M+H) 

the test. The differential pressure of the filter increased for appr. 4 mbar @ 140 L/h 

(M+H). The influence on the lifetime of the fuel filter is therewith negligible. 

The analysis of the filter medium shows a high amount of collected metal particles. 

Due to the short timeline no SEM and EDX analysis of these particles was 

possible but it is very likely that these are Al particles originated from eXess®. 

 Recommendation:  

1. Although only a negligible influence on the filter lifetime has been observed, 

it is recommended to change the fuel filter ~ 300 - 500 km after the tank has 

been filled with eXess® for removing Al particles out of the fuel system. 

2. When eXess® is filled in the tank the vehicle should be equipped with a fuel 

filter whose initial efficiency acc. to ISO/TR 13353:1994 η3-5 μm is > 95% 

for providing a reliable protection of the injection system against wear due 

to Al particles. The progress on the project is very huge. It means that 

project results show the height quality of filter. 

3. The interaction of the eXess® material (aluminium alloy) with fuels – 

especially with RME and FAME (bio diesel) should be examined. Here the 

resistance of the Al alloy against the operating liquid has to be determined. 
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Lightning, electrostatic loading  

The test to show electro static characteristics of intermesh eXess® was performed 

by filling the fuel into plastic and metal canister. The report on electrostatic loading 

is available in written and digital (MS-Word document) form and it is one part of 

the final WP4 report.  

In several tests empty canister or canister containing intermesh eXess® metal 

cylinders were refuelled with a fuel. The used fuel was a purposely contaminated 

high-rechargeable fuel named test gasoline 145 witch has an electrical 

conductivity of 10 pS•m-1 at ambient temperature and about 50 % relative 

humidity. This fuel has the lowest conductivity compared with the usually known 

fuels such as Euro-Diesel or Jet Fuel. During the refuelling procedure the electrical 

current was measured against earth with a pico-amperemeter (Keithley 

Electrometer 617, extended measurement uncertainty k=2 approx. 2 %) and 

compared with the reference test arrangement. 

During refuelling the 20-ℓ-plastic canister (Figure 28) an electrical current of 

approx. 0,8 nA developed, which was still detectable for a lengthy period of time 

after the filling procedure was finished (the test was cancelled after 20 minutes). 

Before refuelling the zero point was below 0,01 nA. 

  

Figure 28: Refuelling tests in the 20-ℓ-plastic canister 

 

Due to the large surface of the intermesh eXess® metal cylinders a fast discharge 

of an isolated charged liquid (e.g., fuel) occurs, if the liquid arrives in a grounded 

system filled with grounded eXess®.  

If a canister is completely filled with grounded intermesh eXess® metal cylinders 

then the material of the container itself is negligible. 
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Grounded intermesh eXess® cylinders are thus suitable to reduce electrostatic 

charges to a safe degree in systems with flowing flammable liquids (e.g., fuel 

systems, tank cars, tank lorries, filling lines for petrol of gas stations). 

Therefore if the fuel metal tanks of the aircrafts “Wild Thing” and “WEGA” are filled 

with the intermesh eXess® metal cylinders an additional increase of safety is 

achieved regarding the “refuelling process”. 

 

 

4.5 Work package 5: Safety Tests 

 

Objective: 

 

Task 5.1: Safety tests fire 

 

Several tests will be performed to demonstrate on the one hand the heavily 

reduced tendency to explode. Heavy landing conditions including tank leakage will 

be simulated. 

 

Task 5.2: Mechanical safety tests 

 

The major advantages of Inertmesh regarding sloshing will be demonstrated 

through reference tests. It is well known, that especially the problem of resonance 

phenomena due to fuel movements inside the tank can cause damage to the 

aircraft wings which can even cause collapse of the whole aircraft structure. The 

advantages of Inertmesh with respect to these phenomena will be demonstrated 

mainly through vibration tests. The reduced loss of fuel during tank failures as 

result of heavy landing conditions will also be shown. 

 

Task 5.3: Emission tests 

 

Emission tests will be performed to demonstrate the reduced VOC HC emission 

due to Inertmesh. The measurements will be performed in a Shed chamber 

according to automotive regulations. These measurements will be performed for 

MO Gas and AV Gas used in aircrafts with piston engines. 
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Work preformed and results:  

 

Explosion tests  

Some tests were conducted to demonstrate the hindered behaviour on ignition 

when using the eXess® material. The tests were performed in test vessels 20 dm3 

and 1.16m3 volumes. 

 

Laboratory Tests in a 20-ℓ-apparatus 

 

To determine the characteristics of eXess® intermesh network regarding 

absorption efficiency of gas/vapor explosions in small equipment, tests results 

carried out in a spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus (Figure 29) with different fuels were 

analyzed. 

 

Figure 29: Spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus used for fuel-air explosions with additional surface 

 

As additional surface the eXess® intermesh network (Figure 30) was used. 

 

Figure 30: eXess® intermesh network used for tests in the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus 
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By systematic investigations in a spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus (Figure 29) with 

Propane gas /5/ and LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas), Gasoline 95 unleaded /6/ it 

could be proven that with sufficiently large additional surface a self propagation of 

a fuel vapor air explosion is even prevented. 

The test results carried out with the different fuels as a function of the amount of 

eXess® intermesh network is shown in Figure 31 for the maximum explosion 

overpressure Pmax and in Figure 32 for the maximum explosion constant Kmax. 

 

 

Figure 31: Maximum explosion overpressure Pmax as a function of the mass of 

the eXess® intermesh network (spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus; central of ignition 

source; IE = 10 J, quiescent state) 

 

The maximum explosion overpressure Pmax decreases with increasing the mass 

of the eXess® intermesh network. The Pmax values of both solvent vapors are, 

within the accuracy of measurements, the same. The measured Pmax values of 

Propane gas are slightly lower than the ones of the solvent vapors. 
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Figure 32: Maximum explosion constant Kmax as a function of the mass of the 

eXess® intermesh network (spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus; central of ignition  

source; IE = 10 J, quiescent state) 

 

The measured maximum explosion constant Kmax values of Propane gas 

decreasing linearly with increasing the mass of eXess® intermesh network. Again 

the Kmax values of both solvent vapors are, within the accuracy of measurements, 

the same. 

The results in the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus with propane gas showed that the 

explosion range was narrowed down with increasing quantity of eXess® intermesh 

network. This narrowed down property is similar to the inertisation with nitrogen. If 

the grounded mass of eXess® intermesh network amounts to 0.72 kg then an 

ignition of the explosive propane air mixtures is no longer possible by the given 

ignition source. At the same time the maximum explosion overpressure Pmax 

decreases and the maximum explosion constant Kmax is, within the accuracy of 

measurements, lowered linearly. 

The results with the two solvent vapors are somewhat different than the ones 

gained with the gas propane. If the mass of eXess® intermesh network amounts to 

0.80 kg then an ignition of the explosive solvent vapor air mixtures is no longer 

possible by the given ignition source. Both explosion indices, the maximum 
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explosion overpressure Pmax and the maximum explosion constant Kmax are 

decreasing somewhat different than the explosion indices of propane gas. 

Table 2 summarizes the minimum values of the mass and the corresponding 

surface area of eXess® intermesh network at which no explosion occurs in the 

spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus.  

 

Table 2: Limiting value of the mass of eXess® intermesh network at which no 

explosion is possible in the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus (Central ignition source, IE = 

10 J, quiescent state).   

 

 

The experiments in the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus show that the eXess® intermesh 

network has two excellent phenomena namely: 

 

1) If sufficient amount of the eXess® intermesh network are in the small 

apparatus then the surface area is large enough to absorb the radiation 

energy created during a flammable vapor air explosion. 

2) If sufficient amount of the eXess® intermesh network are introduced in 

the small apparatus and are permanently grounded via the apparatus 

itself, then no electrostatic discharges and therefore no electrostatic 

ignition sources can be developed, i.e., flammable vapor air explosions 

are avoided. 
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Large Scale Tests in an Elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus 

 

The findings regarding minimum values of the mass and the corresponding 

surface area of eXess® intermesh network at which no explosion occurs (Table 2) 

are only valid for the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus. 

 

Due to the fact that the tanks of the air plane wings are in the range of 20-ℓ to 

about 150-ℓ, tests have to be performed to check if the minimum values 

determined in the spherical 20-ℓ-apparatus (Table 2) can be extrapolated directly 

to an apparatus having a volume of e.g., 150-ℓ. 

 

For that reason tests in an elongated apparatus having a volume of 1.2-m³ are 

prepared. Their results are described in the following chapter. 

 

The experiments were performed in a closed elongated explosion vessel having 

an explosion pressure resistance of at least 10 bar overpressure. The vessel has a 

height of 1.90 m and a nominal diameter of ND = 0.88 m which corresponds to a 

height-diameter-ratio of 2.16. The exact volume of this elongated apparatus is V = 

1.16-m³. The test apparatus is shown in Figure 33. 

 

The vessel can be split near the middle to aid access to the lower half of the 

cylinder by means of a bolted flange (Figure 33). The position of this middle flange 

is 1.0 m below the lid of the vessel. The top blind flange or lid of the vessel is 

located approximately 1.9 m above the bottom of the vessel. 

 

In the small spherical 5-ℓ-apparatus and 20-ℓ-apparatus the eXess® intermesh 

network (Figure 30) was used for the tests. In the case of the elongated 1.16-m³- 

apparatus the eXess® intermesh cylinders were used for the explosion tests 

(Figure 34). The reason for the change of the type of eXess® intermesh material is 

that in the wings of the air planes the eXess® intermesh cylinders are used for 

better handling. 
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Figure 33: Cylindrical 1.16-m³-apparatus used for propane-air explosion tests 

 

 

Figure 34: eXess® intermesh cylinders for explosion tests 
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Figure 35 shows the upper part of the elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus filled with the 

eXess® intermesh cylinders. The filling level of the apparatus in this case was 

100- %. 

 

Figure 35: Upper part of the elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus with the eXess® 

intermesh cylinders filling level 100-% 

 

Again explosion tests with Propane gas were carried out in the elongated 1.16-m³- 

apparatus.  

The test results as a function of the amount of eXess® intermesh cylinders is 

shown in Figure 36 for the maximum explosion overpressure Pmax and in Figure 

37 for the maximum explosion constant Kmax. 

The maximum explosion overpressure Pmax decreases with increasing the mass 

of the eXess® intermesh cylinders. At a mass of the eXess® intermesh cylinders 

of about 54 kg an explosion is virtually eliminated. 
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Figure 36: Maximum explosion overpressure Pmax as a function of the mass of 

the eXess® intermesh cylinders (elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus; central of ignition 

source; IE = 10 J, quiescent state) 

 

The measured maximum explosion constant Kmax values of Propane gas 

decreasing with increasing the mass of eXess® intermesh cylinders. Even taking 

into account the large scatter of the measured test results a tendency of a linearly 

decreasing of the Kmax can also be interpreted. 

 

At a mass of the eXess® intermesh cylinders of about 60 kg an explosion is 

virtually eliminated. 
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Figure 37: Maximum explosion constant Kmax as a function of the mass of the 

eXess® intermesh cylinders (elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus; central of ignition 

source; IE = 10 J, quiescent state) 

 

According to the Figure 36 and Figure 37 the test results gained with the maximum 

explosion overpressure Pmax are exposed to a smaller scatter and are thus more 

accurate values. Therefore for the extrapolation of the mass of eXess® intermesh 

cylinders, where no explosion takes place, were carried out with the results of 

maximum explosion overpressure Pmax shown in Figure 36. 

The results in the elongated 1.16-m³-apparatus with propane-air mixtures showed 

that if the mass of eXess® intermesh cylinders amounts to about 54 kg an ignition 

of the explosive solvent vapor air mixtures is almost no longer possible by the 

given ignition source having an energy of 10 J. 

More important is, that no electrostatic discharges and therefore no electrostatic 

ignition sources can be developed, i.e., flammable vapor air explosions are 

avoided. 

With the two estimated values for the minimum mass eXess® intermesh network/ 

cylinders for the two apparatus of 0.02-m³ and 1.16-m³ a Nomogram (Figure 38) 
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can be designed in which the minimum mass of eXess® intermesh between the 

two limiting volumes can be interpolated. 

 

 

Figure 38: Nomogram for interpolation of the minimum amount of mass of 

eXess® intermesh material 

 

This interpolation can be expressed with the numerical equation [2] 

 

Mass eXess® = 46.67 · V - 0.13 in kg [2] 

 

This means that if a grounded apparatus is filled with the amount of this eXess® 

intermesh material calculated according to Equation [2] or a not grounded 

apparatus is filled with the same amount of grounded eXess® intermesh material 

no ignition can arise from static electricity. 

The following Table 3 summarizes the amount of eXess® intermesh cylinders 

which are used in the different wings of the airplanes. 

The used amounts of eXess® intermesh cylinders shown in Table 3 reflects also 

the maximum amount which is possible to fill in a wing tank allowing a 

compression of eXess® intermesh cylinders without damaging the shape eXess® 

intermesh cylinders. 
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Table 3: Amount of eXess® intermesh cylinders used in wing tanks of different 

airplanes 

 

 

Figure 39 compares these amounts with the Nomogram shown in the Figure 38. 

For better presentation the Nomogram was scaled up in the range of 0 to 350 Liter 

of the airplane wing tank volume. 

 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of the used amount of eXess® intermesh cylinders in the 

airplane wing tanks with the Nomogram for interpolation (Figure 38) 

 

From Figure 39 it can be seen, that the used amount of eXess® intermesh 

cylinders in the different airplane wing tanks are slightly higher than the values 

shown in the Nomogram or calculated from the equation [2]. That means the used 

mass of eXess® intermesh cylinders in the airplane wing tanks are on the safe 

side. 
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Mechanical safety tests 

  

Mechanical safety tests were performed with different acceleration pulse from 0,3g 

to 30g. The fuel motion inside the tank could create considerably high forces on 

the tank structure and procreate rupture of the tank. In consequence the whole 

aircraft could be destroyed. By using eXess® inertmesh structures within the tank 

fuel motion and fuel sloshing forces could be considerably reduced. The goal of 

proposed test is to show the difference between fuel slosh forces in aircraft tank 

with and without intermesh structures in normal (fly and landing condition) and 

extreme test conditions that could be compared with plane crash landing. 

The following tests were performed to demonstrate influence of eXess® on the 

reduction of fuel sloshing forces and moments: 

• Test with a minor acceleration pulses (<1 g) on a vibration desk with 

Plexiglas tank 

• Test with middle acceleration pulses (2.5 – 6 g) on Hyper-G140 sledge 

device with Plexiglas 

• Test with high acceleration pulses (8 – 30 g) on Hyper-G140 sledge device 

with ULBI GmbH aircraft tanks   

  

 Mechanical safety test with acceleration < 1g 

The slosh effect tests at smaller accelerations (<1g) were performed with a 

Plexiglas 40L tank mounted on a vibration table used for previous slosh tests 

(WP1). 

The tanks have been mounted on table by using two rolling and aluminium profile 

to connect force sensor with a table (Figure 40). Pressure-Tension force sensor 

with measurement range of 0-10 KN for has been fixed on table, while the tank 

has been mounted on two rolling that allow the motion relative to the table. The 

tank was filled with water to 20 percent of the normal full capacity and was 

accelerated of 0,2g, 0,4g and 0,5g pulses.  
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Figure 40: Sloshing test principle with acceleration of < 1g 

 

The slosh force reduction in tanks filled with eXess® intermesh materials was up 

to 30%. The Figure 41, Figure 42 and Figure 43 shows the tests results. 

 

 

Figure 41: Test results (acceleration ~0.2 g) 

Liquid volume 8 L 
Acceleration maximal ~ 0,2g 

Maximal force reduction ~ 29%     
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Figure 42: Test results (acceleration ~0.4 g) 

 

 

Figure 43: Test results (acceleration ~0.5 g) 

 

It is important to note that by some tests slosh force with eXess® was bigger than 

without eXess® in tank. This phenomenon is connected with tank volume and 

frequency of tank motion.     

Liquid volume 8 L 
Acceleration maximal ~ 0,4g 

Maximal force reduction ~ 18%     

Liquid volume 8 L 
Acceleration- 

maximal ~ 0,5g 
Maximal force- 

reduction ~ 21%     
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Mechanical safety test with acceleration 2.5g, 4g and 6g  

These tests were performed on Hyper-G140 sledge device (Figure 44) originally 

used for vehicle safety research. Hyper-G140 sledge device allows generating 

different acceleration pulses similar to real life situations. The advantage of this 

device is also the fact that it is possible to reproduce each pulse without any 

calibration tests by input of the predefined acceleration pulse into the control 

program and maintain the active online control of the acceleration pulse during the 

whole experimental series. 

 

Figure 44: Hyper-G140 sledge device 

 

The tests have been performed on 40 liter Plexiglas tanks. The tanks have been 

mounted on sledge device by using special steel structure. Pressure-Tension force 

sensor with measurement range of 0-50 KN for has been fixed on sledge device, 

while the tank has been mounted with special sliding cage that allow the motion 

relative to sledge device. It is important to note, that sliding cage degree of 
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freedom is such, that the motion of cage is possible only in longitudinal direction. 

The airplane tank was filled with water to 20 and 50 percent of the normal full 

capacity and was accelerated of 2.5g, 4g and 6g pulses. Fuel flow by each test 

was recorded with high-speed camera.  

The tests results with acceleration pulses of 4g are shown in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45: Test results with acceleration pulse of 4g, with and without eXess® 
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Mechanical safety test with acceleration 8g, 11g, 16g, 20g and 30g  

 

In total the series of 24 tests with high acceleration pulses have been performed. 

The tests were performed on Hyper-G140 sledge device (Figure 44). The test set 

up is the same than tests with middle acceleration pulses. The tests have been 

performed on 40 litre aircraft tanks produced by ULBI GmbH. The airplane tank 

was filled with water to 20, 50 and 80 percent of the normal full capacity and was 

accelerated of 8g, 11g, 16g, and 20g pulses. In additional 30g test has been 

performed as well. The Figure 46 and Figure 47 shows some results of these 

tests.  

  

Figure 46: Test result, water fill ratio 20% and 50%, acceleration 8g, 11g and 16g 
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Figure 47: Test result, water fill ratio 20%, acceleration 20g and 30g 

 

The swash effect and swash force reduction in tanks filled with eXess® intermesh 

materials was up to 50%.  

The anti-slosh and wave-breaking action increased the dynamical stability under 

all flight conditions and especially during manoeuvring, air turbulences, take-off 

and landing. The manoeuvrability of all types of aircraft can be greatly improved, 

but especially important is the effect in the light and high-speed type of planes and 

helicopters. 

In general tanks filled with intermesh structures provide a better response to 

dynamic external load and therefore increase the safety of the tank structure and 

therefore the safety of the aircraft. 
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Emission tests 

The emission tests were performed with WILDTHING aircraft tanks by the 

University of Applied Sciences FH JOANNEUM Graz. The system is functional for 

evaporative-emissions tests on vehicles, tank systems and components. The 

Figure 48 shows this shed system. 

 

Figure 48: Shed system by FH JOANNEUM Graz  
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One WILDTHING aircraft tank (volume 40L) was completely filled with intermesh 

eXess® and filled to app. 10% (5 L) with gasoline (98 Octane). The second 

WILDTHING aircraft tank (Figure 49), without eXess® inertmesh material, was 

filled to the same fuel level. The tank was drilled first with a hole diameter of 6mm 

and later a diameter of 50mm. Altogether 4 tests were performed, with and with 

out eXess® inertmesh materials, with 6mm and 50 mm holes. The tank was 

installed on the vibration device (with a frequent of 0,3 Hz and travel rage of 10cm) 

chamber were measured.  

   

Figure 49: ULBI GmbH aircraft tank (40L volume) 

 

The Figure 50 and Figure 51 shows the tests results with a hole of 6mm and 

50mm.  

 

Figure 50: Emissions test results ULBI tank with 6mm opening 
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Figure 51: Emissions test results ULBI tank with a 50 mm opening 

 

The results show that the VOC HC emission during tests with eXess® inertmesh 

material in airplane tank is approx. 20 times smaller than for the same test without 

eXess® (the results show similar tendency for both tests, 6mm hole and 50 mm 

hole).  The VOC HC emission during tests with the 6 mm hole was 2 times smaller 

than with the 50 mm hole. 
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5 LIST OF DELIVERABLES  

 

Following chapter shows a list of deliverables of any tasks completed. As a result 

of the modifications of the time schedule ( see below ), the date of delivery refer to 

this updated version. 

 

 

Workpackage 1 Report on Material Finding: This report contained 2 individual sub-

reports on material finding and material tests. Starting point were the intention on 

using an Aluminium and a Plastic material for the Inertmesh structure. A series of 

different material tests were performed to analyse the physical, chemical and 

electrostatic properties. 

 

Workpackage 2 Report on Machinery Design: In conjunction with the different 

material properties the production machines had to be adapted. Therefore some 

prototypes of cutting knives and transportation units had to be designed and built. 

This work was necessary to verify the production process of the Inertmesh 

structure. 
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Workpackage 3 Report on Inertmesh development and production: This report 

contains different investigations on the design of the Inertmesh structure. A further 

study was performed on the installation and fixing of the material. In addition an 

vac device was developed to reinstall the Intermesh structure out from the tanks. 

The technical challenge for this device was the special explosion protection, as 

many tanks filled with eXess Inertmesh will have an ignitable atmosphere. 

Some further investigations were performed on pressure loss measurements in 

different Inertmesh block designs. 

A main part of this report deals with the measurement and the analysis of sloshing 

effects in fuel tanks of aeroplanes. This section includes the design and 

construction of a suitable test device, the subsequently carried out vibration tests 

and the evaluation of the resulting data. 

 

 

Workpackage 4 Report on Approval Testing: One part of this report deals with the 

results from the flight approval tests with two different types of UL aircrafts. A 

further part reports on tank abrasion tests as well as the analysis of fuel filter tests. 

The final chapter shows the results from some tests on lightning and electrostatic 

loading. 

 

 

Workpackage 5 Report on Safety Tests: Within this task three different test 

procedures on safety tests fire, dynamic impact testing as well as emission 

reduction were performed. For the safety tests fire some explosion and 

combustion tests with and without eXess Inertmesh material were performed. A 

small a medium and a very large apparatus were taken for these tests. 

The dynamic tests were performed to study the movement of the fluid and to 

analyse the loading to the tank structure. 

The third test series was carried out to show that the installing of eXess Inertmesh 

decreases the emission behaviour of the fuel. 

Finally the risk analyses which is necessary for an ATEX certification of the vac 

system is enclosed in the annex. 
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Beside the Technical Reports all required administrative and management reports 

were delivered. 

 

As there are: 

 

- Management Report 1 (m1 – m6) 

- Progress Report 1 (m1 – m12) 

- Cost Statement 1 (m1 – m12) 

- Management Report 2 (m13 – m18) 

- Progress Report 2 (m13 – m24) 

- Midterm Report (m15) 

- Preliminary Technological Implementation Plan at Midterm (m15) 

- Progress Report 3 (m25 – m30) 

- Cost Statement 2 (m13 – m30) 

- Final Technical Report (m1 – m30) 

- Final Technological Implementation Plan (m30) 

- Project Quality Indicator 
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6 COMPARISON OF INITIALLY PLANNED ACTIVITIES AND 

WORK ACTUALLY ACCOMPLISHED 

 

Due to the difficulties in finding the most proper raw material it was necessary to 

redefine time table. Original and new time table is compared below. 

 

Planned time table 

 

Adapted time table 
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As material testing and test results analysis as well as the production of first 

prototypes take more time as planed, consortium extend some tasks. The final 

outcome has been to extend the whole project (additional time of 6 months) in 

agreement with EC commission. No additional costs are occurred due to this 

project extension. With a project extension of six months the AEROSAFE 

consortium completed all planned tests and activities. 

 

 

 

Planned activities 

 

The results of the project will have direct impacts on the whole sector of aviation 

industry. As it is described in the document the Intermesh will directly increase 

safety for aircrafts of the UL and VLA class. 

The results of the project and the product shall be patent-protected and as a first 

step a PCT shall be applied to. With such PCT it is possible to ensure protection of 

the results of the AEROSAFE project on the one hand and to grant a competitive 

advantage for all SMEs involved in the project. 

The newly developed lightweight materials and structures for fire/explosion 

protection, with anti-slosh, demisting and emission reduction properties have an 

intended application in the aviation industry. 
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The most important application is based on the inerting action. The light, 

mechanically stable, fuel compatible materials and structures increase greatly the 

aircraft security by passively protecting the fuel tanks at all times. They require no 

energy, no sensors and other equipment, no reaction from the pilots. They assure 

explosion protection in case of projectile punching the tank, fire on board or crash 

landing. 

The anti-slosh and wave-breaking action can greatly increase the dynamical 

stability under all flight conditions and especially during manoeuvring, air 

turbulences, take-off and landing. The manoeuvrability of all types of aircraft can 

be greatly improved, but especially important is the effect in the light and high-

speed type of planes and helicopters. 

 

The demisting and emission reduction properties of the materials and structures 

can significantly contribute to the pollution reduction caused by the increased 

number of aircraft.  

With this project, the competitive position of each SME can be strengthened and 

improved not only in the VLA class. Other possible benefits are: 

 

• by means of patent-protection of the results licensing will be possible 

• adaptation of the project results for other transportation systems and 

segments e. g. commercial aircrafts, automotive industry 

• entrance into new markets e. g. pollution control and environment care, 

motor racing, military industry, liquid storing industry 

• better chances for supply of products to other companies and industries 

• expansion of aeronautics market segments 

• competitive advantage of market position (new and innovative product) 

• extension of product range 

• protection of existing jobs and creation of new ones 

• increase in skills of SMEs and its personnel 
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The competitiveness of the product Intermesh is proofed by taking into 

consideration that a certification programme (TSO certification) has to be passed. 

The requirements regarding quality of the product are extremely high. Furthermore 

the product presents an alternative to the foams at a reasonable price and 

additionally the product can be used for automotive industry. 

Besides the directly affected and stated industries many other industrial sectors 

are in a position where they will benefit of the results. Going into details the whole 

aviation industry sector will benefit of the product and results of the project. Since 

the leading manufacturers in the aviation industry are located in Europe these 

companies will get new inputs to strengthen their position on the world market and 

to be one step ahead. Since the big companies obtain their products mainly from 

SMEs these companies will reach a position where they can secure jobs and 

create new ones. 

 

Flying will get a new dimension of security and safety, ancillary industry will be 

able to offer new products, new jobs will be generated. In addition new marketing 

strategies can be presented using new slogans such as safety or pollution control. 
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7 MANAGEMENT AND COORDIANTION ASPECTS 

 

General performance 

 

The consortium, which represents all individual partners are always in close 

contact and perform the work on AEROSAFE on a task by task basis. This means, 

that the WP-leader is main responsible for the work within the work packages 

whereas the task-leader co-ordinates the work within the task. 

Depending on the task involvement of the individual partners common and bi-

lateral meetings have been carried out to discuss general project matters and also 

specific items. 

Each project meeting has been summarised by written minutes which include a 

detailed action list for the future project period. The action list contains all actions, 

dates and responsibilities. This list always gets checked at the next meeting. 

All information from the individual partners which is important for the whole group 

is circulated by the project co-ordinator. 

 

 

Work package / manpower bar-chart 

 

The table on the next page shows a comparison of the scheduled and final 

manpower allocation. 

 

The so far used effort correlates well with the course of the project and the spent 

funding. Due to the unexpected long lead time for the raw material the tasks 

depending on it had to be extended in duration, but not in additional man power. 

Anyway the manpower is well spread over all proposed tasks and the final results 

give a good performance of the entire project. 
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Devia-

tion 

(MM)

Planned 

(%)

Assessed 

(%)

Deviation 

(%)

Year 1 Year 2 Sum Total Year 1 Year 2 Extension Sum Totals Year 2 Year 2 (now)

a b c=a+b d a1 b1 c1 d1=a1+b1+c1 c1-c c/d d1/d (c-c1)/d

Work package 1

Material findings eXess 3,0 3,0 3,0 2,0 1,0 3,0 100% 100%

Lutz

ULBI

FH B

FireEx

TUG 4,0 4,0 4,0 3,0 1,0 4,0 100% 100%

Total 7,0 7,0 7,0 5,0 2,0 7,0 100% 100%

Work package 2

Machinery design eXess 4,0 1,0 5,0 5,0 3,0 2,0 5,0 100% 100%

Lutz

ULBI

FH B

FireEx

TUG 3,0 1,0 4,0 4,0 2,0 2,0 4,0 100% 100%

Total 7,0 2,0 9,0 9,0 5,0 4,0 9,0 100% 100%

Work package 3

Inertmesh development eXess 2,0 4,0 6,0 6,0 1,5 3,5 1,5 6,5 0,5 100% 108% 8%

& production Lutz 5,0 10,0 15,0 15,0 4,0 8,0 3,5 15,5 0,5 100% 103% 3%

ULBI 2,0 2,0 4,0 4,0 1,5 1,5 1,0 4,0 100% 100%

FH B 3,0 3,0 6,0 6,0 2,5 3,0 1,0 6,5 0,5 100% 108% 8%

FireEx

TUG 2,0 4,0 6,0 6,0 1,5 4,0 1,0 6,5 0,5 100% 108% 8%

Total 14,0 23,0 37,0 37,0 11,0 20,0 8,0 39,0 2,0 100% 105% 5%

Work package 4

Approval Testing eXess 1,0 2,0 3,0 3,0 0,5 1,5 1,5 3,5 0,5 100% 117% 17%

Lutz

ULBI 2,0 6,0 8,0 8,0 1,0 6,0 1,5 8,5 0,5 100% 106% 6%

FH B 2,0 4,0 6,0 6,0 2,0 3,0 1,5 6,5 0,5 100% 108% 8%

FireEx 2,0 5,0 7,0 7,0 2,0 4,5 1,0 7,5 0,5 100% 107% 7%

TUG

Total 7,0 17,0 24,0 24,0 5,5 15,0 5,5 26,0 2,0 100% 108% 8%

Work package 5

Safety Tests eXess 1,0 1,0 2,0 2,0 0,5 1,0 2,0 3,5 1,5 100% 175% 75%

TUG 3,0 7,0 10,0 10,0 2,0 5,5 3,0 10,5 0,5 100% 105% 5%

FireEx 3,0 6,0 9,0 9,0 2,0 6,0 1,5 9,5 0,5 100% 106% 6%

Total 7,0 14,0 21,0 21,0 4,5 12,5 6,5 23,5 2,5 100% 112% 12%

Work package 6

Project management eXess 3,0 3,0 6,0 6,0 1,5 3,0 1,5 6,0 100% 100%

(subcontr.)

 TOTALS eXess 14,0 11,0 25,0 25,0 9,0 12,0 6,5 27,5 2,5 100% 110% 10%

Lutz 5,0 10,0 15,0 15,0 4,0 8,0 3,5 15,5 0,5 100% 103% 3%

ULBI 4,0 8,0 12,0 12,0 2,5 7,5 2,5 12,5 0,5 100% 104% 4%

FH B 5,0 7,0 12,0 12,0 4,5 6,0 2,5 13,0 1,0 100% 108% 8%

FireEx 5,0 11,0 16,0 16,0 4,0 10,5 2,5 17,0 1,0 100% 106% 6%

TUG 12,0 12,0 24,0 24,0 8,5 12,5 4,0 25,0 1,0 100% 104% 4%

TOTAL 45,0 59,0 104,0 104,0 32,5 56,5 21,5 110,5 6,5 100% 106% 6%

Actual 

effort 

(MM)Task / Subtask Partner

Planned efforts - 

at start of period 

(MM)
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Updated Contact List 

 

eXess Group eXess 

Mr. Michael Makki  

2000 Town Center, Suite 1900 

Southfield, Michigan 48075 

USA 

Phone: +1 248 351 2668 

FAX:  +1 248 351 2699 

e-mail:   mmmakki@exessgroup.com 

Lutz Absaugtechnik GmbH Lutz 

Mr. Michael Bokesch  

Schleifweg 7 

74257 Untereisesheim 

Germany 

Phone: +49 / 7132 / 6966 

FAX: +49 / 7132 / 6688 

e-mail: info@boclean.de 

ULBI GmbH ULBI 

Mr. Alfred Kaiser  

Flugplatzstrasse 18 

97437 Hassfurt 

Germany 

Phone: +49 / 9521 / 61 83 93 

FAX: +49 / 9521 / 61 83 95 

e-mail: ulbi-gmbh@t-online.de 

Fachhochschule Bielefeld FH B 

Prof. Dr. Norbert Niedbal  

Am Stadtholz 24 

33609 Bielefeld 

Germany 

Phone: +49 / 521 / 1067 484 

FAX: +49 / 521 / 1067 190 

e-mail: norbert.niedbal@fh-bielefeld.de 

Technische Universität Graz TUG 

Prof. Dr. Hermann Steffan  

Inffeldgasse 21B 

8010 Graz 

Austria 

Phone: +43 / 316 / 873 9400 

FAX: +43 / 316 / 873 9402 

e-mail: h.steffan@tugraz.at 

FireEx Consultant GmbH FireEx 

Dr. Richard Siwek  

Dinggrabenstrasse 6 

4304 Gniebenach 

Switzerland 

Phone: +41 / 61 / 8139157 

FAX: +41 / 61 / 8139158 

e-mail: fireex.re@swissonline.ch 

file:///C:/Users/MICHAEL/users/michael/desktop/xs/exess/aerosef/aerosafe%20final%20report/mmmakki@exessgroup.com
mailto:info@boclean.de
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mailto:norbert.niedbal@fh-bielefeld.de
mailto:h.steffan@tugraz.at
mailto:fireex.re@swissonline.ch
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8 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

All planed research, test and activities in project AEROSAFE has been successful 

realised and preformed. The results of tests performed in frame of project 

AEROSAFE show that the aluminium foils is the best solution as row material for 

intermesh structure. 

Aluminium is very light material with excellent mechanical properties which could 

be very easily formed with known machinery into appropriate structure with 

adequate structural properties, such as (according to AEROSAFE test results): 

• Structure is not subjected to extreme plastic deformation even during 

relative high mechanical loads 

• Structure has very low volume and therefore doesn’t occupy any additional 

space in a fuel tank (only app. 1.5%).  

• Structure has very little side effect such as abrasion, etc.  

• The influence of the aluminium structure on the lifetime of the fuel filter is 

negligible (tests according to standard DIN/ISO 4020 and ISO/DIS 16232 

Road vehicles cleanliness of components of fluid circuits). 

• The structure reduced the fuel sloshing and sloshes forces up the 80% 

• The structure reduced VOC HC emission and safe environment 

• The structure assure explosion protection in case of projectile punching the 

tank, fire on board or crash landing) by protecting fuel tank 

• The structure require no energy, no sensors and other equipment  

 

The results show that the ultimate goal to increase flight quality and safety of UL 

(Ultra Light) and VLA (Very Light Aircraft) airplanes is achieved. Even more results 

show that developed knowledge and technology could be used in other areas of 

transportations (automotive industry, ship industry, etc.). 

The project prolongation is not caused any additional costs, however additional 

available time is considerably increased the quality of research results and reports. 
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